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															An easier way to prevent applicant fraud, and make you look good.

	Reduces application fraud by 35% within four months
	99.8% accuracy in detecting fraudulent documents
	Trusted by 8 of the Top 10 property management companies


Learn More Let’s Talk

 Over 6M+ documents scanned making us the #1 document fraud detection company on the planet.
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				Trusted by the nation’s top property management companies and software providers

			

		

		        
            

                
                    
                    










































































                    

                

            

        

        	




	
				
			
				The Most Accurate Fraud Detection on Earth

We scan documents from over 2,000+ financial institutions and catch fraudsters 99.8% of the time

 More than 6 Million Documents Scanned
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										PDF

										PDF is the only document format used by all Banking, Payroll, and Utility companies, making it the sole reliable format for verifying financial information from applicants.
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										Comprehensive Evaluation

										Snappt has a database of 2,000+ documents that every document gets checked against to detect any document tampering and generates a report on the document’s authenticity.
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										Increases Efficiency

										This greatly accelerates your leasing decisions and saves your leasing team hours reviewing documents each week.

									


															

						

										

			

		

			




	
		
			
				Learn how to prevent evictions + bad debt with Snappt



			

		

	




	
				
			

				
										
							This is how traditional screenings fail to detect fraud:
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										Is easily defeated by various undetectable methods, such as HTML replacement.
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										Credit Scores

										History of financial behavior can’t determine if a person intends to commit fraud.
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										Bank Linking

										Cannot be required by law – catches no one with fraudulent intentions.

									


															

						

										

			

		

			




	
		
			
				Connect with us

Let’s stop fraud today




                

                        First Name(Required) 

Last Name(Required) 

Business Email(Required)
                            
                        

Phone Number(Required)

Email(Required)
                            
                        
Please provide a company email

Job Title 

Company Name(Required) 

Property Name 

State(Required)Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming



Consent
								
								We promise to play nice with your email address. See our Privacy Policy.
							







Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        


			

		

	





	
		
			
				
					
						
							
								See how much you can save:


								
									Your Number of Units (8,000):
									
								


								
									Your Cap Rate (5%):
									
									


								
									Your Average Eviction Rate (5%):
									
								


								
									Your Average Eviction Cost ($6,000):
									
								

							

						

						
							
								
									Savings*
									$1,283,280

								


								
									Snappt Eviction Rate*
									2.33%

								


								
									Portfolio Value Increase*
									$25,665,600

								


								
									Annual Cost*
									$144,000

								


								
									ROI*
									891%

								

							

						

						
							*Estimate based on average current client value using Snappt.
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													That’s right – these numbers are legit!

													Need convincing? Chat with our sales team, and we'll break it down for you.

													Let's Talk
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															How does Snappt integrate with my current leasing process?

We have built Snappt to seamlessly be a part of your process. Our Founders come from the Property Management industry and have been leasing agents themselves, so we have designed everything to make it simple for you. Check out How Snappt Detects Fraud to learn more.



							
						

					

				

			

					




		
						
				

					
					
						

															Built for Real World fraud detection.

100% of all Banking, Payroll, and Utility companies supply documents in PDF only, making it the single guaranteed document verification method.

We have a database of over 2,000 documents that every document gets checked against, and our technology returns a report on their authenticity.

This greatly accelerates your leasing decisions and saves your leasing team hours reviewing documents each week.
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													We used to vet applications by hand. That took so much time that we had many applicants go elsewhere before we could approve them. With Snappt, we have an answer in less than an hour.

												

												Nicole Ballard

												Annadel Apartments
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													I’ve been telling everyone I know about Snappt. If you think you don’t have fraud, you’re wrong. With Snappt you see how much you missed!

												

												Eric Johnson

												Greystar
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													I was so impressed with Snappt I launched the program across my entire portfolio, and seeing how many fraudulent applications Snappt catches monthly never ceases to amaze me. Thanks to Snappt, our process is much more streamlined. Highly recommended!

												

												Stephanie Mathieu

												Lincoln Property Company
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													Love it! First time ever that I had an ATL lease-up at 90%+ with $50 delinquent.

												

												Ellie Norton

												Pegasus Residential
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													Snappt is amazing fraud detection software that has saved every investor I work with. I am now with a new management company that is adding Snappt to their programs and I am SUPER excited to work with the Snappt team once again. This service pays for itself 300%. I cannot express how imperative this fraud detection is!

												

												Nikki Law

												Burano Hunterʻs Creek
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													I wanted to take a moment and say Thank You for the wonderful service you guys provide. We were able to set a record lease up and there hasnʻt been a single fraudulent tenants slip through. Itʻs made the property a breeze to manage. We can’t live without Snappt.

												

												Silvia Morales

												Eurus at Miramar
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													When the Federal moratoriums were lifted the increase in fraudulent applicants has been astounding. Not only does Snappt save us the high expense of an eviction, but the manpower costs are worth highlighting as well. My teams no longer have the burden of playing detective. Such a fantastic product.

												

												Tiffany Arick

												First Communities
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													I have been using Snappt for over a year now and I don’t have to worry about my screening process anymore. Snappt just works.

												

												Margie Becerra

												Greystar
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													Honestly, it’s one of the few services I have no complaints about! Just works amazingly well.

												

												Kayla Jantzi

												Broadstone Cavora
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													Snappt has deterred significant fraudulent applicants from living at our community. We are so relieved we utilize this service. It makes my entire team look good.

												

												Rita McDonald

												Paramount Platinum Triangle
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													Snappt has been a game changer.

												

												Valerie Lacy

												CAM, CAPS
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													Snappt verifies the proof of income within hours! Love it. It has taken so much of the investigative process off of the site team. Not to mention the response from the client when the documents don’t pass at times is priceless.

												

												Dovie Culver

												Marquette Management
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													Snappt is simple, inexpensive and accurate. Our onsite team is happy, and that means Catalyst is happy.

												

												Laine Gomez

												Catalyst
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													I am thrilled with the product and the service. This is a MUST have for every property management company!

												

												Melissa Meyer

												Director of Property Management
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													Wow! Thank you for great service! I would like to think I could tell when there’s fraud involved, but not this time, which makes this specific case a prime example of why we need your services. I’m happy and thankful that you saved us from a big problem down the road!

												

												Shane Star

												Redwood Urban
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													Snappt has helped us catch countless fraud applications, which immediately translates to ten’s of thousands of dollars saved, and less of a headache for us as a staff.

												

												Matthew Gray

												Park Fifth
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													In the wake of the pandemic, our company experienced an influx of what seemed to be altered and fraudulent financial documents. Snappt provided our teams with the tools to identify fraudulent applicants, and therefore reduce potential evictions and delinquent rent. Snappt has become an integral part of our application and qualification process.

												

												Tessa Garibaldi

												VP of Operations & Resource Development, ResMan Customer
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				Snappt: Highest Rated Company

Don’t Just Take Our Word For It

 With a Net Promoter Score (NPS) of 76+ Snappt is the highest-rated company in the market.
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							Credit Score Average:

							-11

							
									Equifax: -18
	TransUnion: -4
	Experion: -10


							

						

						
						
							Bank Linking Average:

							21


							
									Plaid: 13
	Finicity: 28


							

						

						
						
							ID Verification Average:

							45

							
									CheckPoint ID: 33


							

						

						
						
							Snappt:

							76+

						

					
					

				

			

		

	





		
						
				

					
					
						

															Stop Fraud & Reduce Evictions

Learn how we can reduce your application fraud by 35% in four months

See Snappt In Action
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